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[57] ABSTRACT 

A method and apparatus are disclosed Which permit a 
seamless halftoning of an image by halftoning regions of the 
image independently and/or in parallel. Each region of the 
image being arbitrarily determined, and being halftoned on 
the basis of halftoned pixel results of pixels Within a 
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substantially seamless results. 
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SEAMLESS PARALLEL NEIGHBORHOOD 
PROCESS HALFTONING 

The present invention relates to the ?eld of digital image 
processing and more particularly to a method or digital 
halftoning continuous tone images. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Digital halftoning of images is a process Well knoWn in 
the art and is normally used in display or printing devices 
having only bi-level capabilities of display or printing. As a 
result, halftoning techniques are often used in the binary 
representation of grey scale images in a Wide range of 
applications such as laser printers, facsimile machines, 
lithography (neWspaper printing), liquid crystal displays, 
plasma panels and other forms of ?at panel displays. Gray 
scale images are typically converted to binary images using 
various halftoning techniques. Color images are normally 
divided into their various primary colors, for eXample, Red, 
Green and Blue (RGB) primaries are commonly used in 
video display devices, and Cyan, Magenta, YelloW and 
Black (CYMK) primaries are commonly used in printing 
devices, and the various halftoning techniques can be 
applied independently to each primary color. For a thorough 
discussion of the principles of halftoning, reference is made 
to a standard textbook, such as Digital Halftoning by R. 
Ulichney, MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass. (1990). 

One particular halftoning technique is knoWn as dithering. 
This technique involves a point-Wise comparison of portions 
of the input image With a non-image, usually being an 
aperiodic array or mask. For every point or piXel in the 
image, depending on Which of the point values of the image 
or the mask is larger, either an on or off value is used at the 
corresponding location in the binary output image. Again, 
With full color images the above process can be applied to 
each primary color channel independently. 

While dithering has the advantage of simplicity and speed 
over other halftoning processes, dithering results in poor 
edge sharpness at edges of graphical objects forming part of 
(or the entire) image. Hence, it is desirable to have a 
halftoning process Which has the favorable aspects of dith 
ering such as speed and simplicity, but provides improved 
output image quality over point-process halftoning tech 
niques such as dithering. 

It is an object of the present invention to provide an 
alternative form of halftoning Which leads to improved 
outputs, at least for a class of images. The class of images 
includes, for eXample, images Where piXels are halftoned 
concurrently, images to be halftoned in a parallel blockWise 
manner or images to be halftoned in a sequential blockWise 
manner. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In accordance With a ?rst aspect of the present invention 
there is provided a method of halftoning a grey scale image, 
said image comprising a plurality of pixels. This method 
comprises selecting a limited neighborhood halftoning base 
method for determining a halftone piXel result. The limited 
neighborhood halftoning base method is characteriZed by 
determining a halftone piXel result of a current piXel that 
utiliZes at least one previously halftone piXel result of piXels 
in a limited neighborhood of the current piXel. 

After the selection step, the method includes segmenting 
the image into a plurality of piXel regions; and halftoning 
each piXel region utiliZing the selected halftoning base 
method in a manner to achieve an identical halftone piXel 
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2 
result for a current piXel irrespective of the order of half 
toning each of said piXel regions. 

Preferably, segmenting the image into a plurality of piXel 
regions, further includes dividing piXel regions into different 
siZed micro tile regions. Each micro tile region, has sub 
stantially equal siZe, being typically separated by at least a 
predetermined neighborhood distance. 

Preferably, the plurality of piXel regions are halftoned, 
substantially in parallel. 

In accordance With a second aspect of the present inven 
tion there is provided a method of halftoning a grey scale 
image, said image comprising a plurality of piXels. This 
method comprises selecting a limited neighborhood halfton 
ing base method for determining a halftone piXel result. The 
limited neighborhood halftoning base method is character 
iZed by determining a halftone piXel result of a current piXel 
utiliZing at least one previously halftoned piXel result of 
piXels Within a predetermined limited neighborhood of the 
current piXel. 

FolloWing the selecting step, the method includes seg 
menting the image into a plurality of piXel regions, and 
halftoning each of the piXel regions independently, utiliZing 
the selected halftoning base method to achieve seamless 
halftone results across the image. 

In accordance With a third aspect of the present invention 
there is provided a method of halftoning a grey scale image 
Which comprises a plurality of piXels. The method includes 
a step of selecting a halftoning base method, Wherein the 
halftoning base method is characteriZed by determining a 
halftone piXel result of a current piXel utiliZing at least one 
halftone result of a previously halftoned piXel Within a 
predetermined distance of the current piXel. 

The neXt step is dividing the image into a plurality of 
adjacent ?rst regions comprising more than one piXel. 
The method then includes a step of segmenting the image 

into a plurality of non-overlapping second regions adapted 
to substantially cover the image. 
The method also includes halftoning each piXel of the 

second region utiliZing the selected halftoning base method 
in a manner to achieve an identical halftone piXel result for 
a current piXel irrespective of the order of halftoning each of 
the second regions. 

In accordance With a fourth aspect of the present inven 
tion there is provided a method of halftoning a grey scale 
image. The image comprises a plurality of piXels, and the 
method comprising the steps of selecting a limited neigh 
borhood halftoning base method for determining a halftone 
piXel result. The limited neighborhood halftoning base 
method characteriZed by determining a halftone piXel result 
of a current piXel utiliZing at least one halftone result of a 
previously halftoned piXel. 

NeXt, the method includes determining a limited neigh 
borhood distance to be a minimum distance betWeen tWo 
piXels, for the selected limited neighborhood halftoning base 
method. 

NeXt, the method includes dividing the image into a 
plurality of adjacent non-overlapping ?rst regions compris 
ing more than one piXel. 
The method further includes a step of labeling each one of 

the ?rst regions With a predetermined order representing an 
order for halftoning the ?rst regions. 
The method further includes step of grouping the ?rst 

regions to provide a plurality of second regions adapted to 
substantially cover, Without overlap, the image to be half 
toned. 
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Following the grouping step, the method includes seg 
menting the image into a plurality of third regions of pixels 
comprising at least one of the second regions and a mini 
mum number of ?rst regions having pixels With halftone 
results capable of contributing to at least one pixel of the 
second region. 

FolloWing the segmenting step, the method includes half 
toning each pixel of the second region utiliZing the selected 
halftoning base method in a manner to achieve an identical 
halftone pixel result for a current pixel irrespective of the 
order of halftoning each of said second regions. 

In accordance With a ?fth aspect of the present invention 
there is provided a method of halftoning a digital image, the 
image comprising a plurality of pixels. The method com 
prising the steps of selecting a halftoning base method 
characteriZed by determining a halftone pixel result of a 
current pixel utiliZing at least one of previously halftone 
pixel result of pixels in a predetermined neighborhood of the 
current pixel. 

FolloWing the selecting step, the method includes divid 
ing the image into a plurality of ?rst pixel regions. 

FolloWing the dividing step, the method includes a step of 
segmenting the image into a plurality of second pixel 
regions. 

After the segmenting step, the method includes halftoning 
each ?rst pixel region in a manner to provide seamless 
halftone results betWeen adjacent second pixel regions of 
said image. 

In accordance With a sixth aspect of the present invention 
there is provided a seamless halftoning apparatus. 

The apparatus includes an image input data store for 
receiving a digital input image comprising pixels to be 
halftoned. A region selection means is used to select from 
said input store predetermined ?rst region of the input 
image. A tile halftone engine is used for halftoning the 
selected ?rst region. Atile selection means is coupled to the 
tile halftone engine for determining, from the halftoned ?rst 
region, a second region comprising halftoned pixels. An 
image output data store is used for storing the second region 
of halftoned pixels. 

In accordance With a seventh aspect of the present inven 
tion there is provided a seamless halftoning system, capable 
of halftoning an image in a parallel blockWise manner, 
comprising a plurality of tile engines adapted to halftone a 
multitude of regions of the image. Each tile engine is able to 
halftone at least one region of the image, and more than one 
tile engine provides halftone results of the image concur 
rently. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The embodiments of the present invention are to be 
described hereinafter With reference to the accompanying 
draWings in Which: 

FIG. 1 shoWs a How chart of the steps of seamless parallel 
neighborhood-process halftoning in accordance With the 
preferred embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 2 illustrates an example of a limited neighborhood of 
pixels in accordance With the preferred embodiment; 

FIG. 3 illustrates an example of segmenting a pixel based 
image into micro tiles in accordance With the preferred 
embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 4 illustrates an example of grouping the segmented 
micro tiles of FIG. 1 into macro tiles in accordance With the 
preferred embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 5 illustrates an example of an “outer macro tile” 
region of pixels utiliZed by the preferred embodiment of the 
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4 
present invention in halftoning the region of pixels repre 
sented by the macro tile of FIG. 4; 

FIG. 6 shoWs the overlapping outer macro tile regions of 
FIG. 5 in accordance With the preferred embodiment of the 
present invention; 

FIG. 7 illustrates an alternative example of an outer macro 
tile region of FIG. 5; 

FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of an overvieW of an 
alternate embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 9 illustrates a micro region and a micro region 
neighborhood in accordance With the alternate embodiment; 

FIG. 10 shoWs a plurality of overlapping micro regions of 
an image; 

FIG. 11 illustrates a segmenting (dividing Without 
overlap) of an image into a plurality of macro regions; 

FIG. 12 illustrates an outer macro region for one of the 
macro regions of FIG. 11; 

FIG. 13 depicts a generic hardWare arrangement for 
performing the described embodiments; 

FIG. 14 is a schematic diagram of a seamless halftone 
means in accordance With the embodiments of the present 
invention; and 

FIG. 15 is a schematic diagram of a tile engine means in 
accordance With the embodiments of the present invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS OF 
THE INVENTION 

Referring to FIG. 1, there is shoWn a How chart of the 
steps of halftoning a digital image, in accordance With the 
preferred embodiment of the present invention. At an initial 
step 10, a “limited neighborhood halftoning base method” 
(often referred to hereinafter as the base method) is selected 
(or determined), Which alloWs the determination of a half 
tone result of a current pixel by utiliZing, preferably, input 
values and halftone results, if any, of pixels Within a pre 
determined number of pixels surrounding the current pixel 
to be halftoned. The predetermined number of surrounding 
pixels de?ne What is referred to herein as a “limited neigh 
borhood of pixels” (or a “limited neighborhood”). 

Referring noW to FIG. 2, there is shoWn an example of a 
“limited neighborhood” 20 in accordance With the preferred 
embodiment. As shoWn in the draWing, a current pixel is 
indicated With a ?ll of cross hatching, a processed pixel is 
indicated by slanted or diagonal line hatching, and an 
unprocessed pixel is shoWn by no hatching (White ?ll). In 
this example the limited neighborhood 20 comprises a 5x5 
pixel array and, While not a requirement, the siZe of the 
limited neighborhood is determined by the number of half 
tone output values per pixel. For example, if an output pixel 
value is represented by a single bit, Zero (0) or one (1) (“off” 
or “on”) and it is desired that this single bit output per pixel 
is used to represent 256 grey-levels from say color black to 
color White (inclusive), then at a ?rst grey-level aWay from 
color black toWards color White, one pixel in 255 Would be 
sWitched “on”. The “limited neighborhood” for this single 
bit example is a region greater than 255 pixels and typically 
a 16x16 pixel region or more. As another example, Wherein 
four bits are used to represent each color of a display device, 
and it is desired to represent 256 levels for each color, then 
a 4x4 pixel or more region can be used to represent a scale 
of 256 levels per color. 

In the four bits per color example a “limited neighbor 
hood” can be de?ned by any region greater than 15 pixels 
and a convenient pixel region to use as the limited neigh 
borhood is a 5x5 pixel array. 
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A halftoning technique appropriate for use as a base 
method is illustrated in FIG. 2. The halftoning technique 
permits the determination of a halftone result of a current 
pixel 21 (indicated by cross hatching) using: 

1) a halftone result of one or more previously halftoned 
(processed) pixels 22 (indicated by diagonal line 
hatching) if any, and 

2) optionally, an input value of one or more pixels in the 
limited neighborhood 20. 

Where halftoning a pixel and in its limited neighborhood 
20 no halftone results are available, the output value (ie 
halftone result) for the ?rst pixel can be determined, for 
example, by assigning an output value Which is nearest to an 
input value of the pixel. 

Preferably, the base method utiliZes all halftone results of 
previously processed pixels 22 in the current pixel’s prede 
termined limited neighborhood 20. An example of a half 
toning method appropriate for use as a “limited neighbor 
hood halftoning base method” is disclosed in, and reference 
is made to, US. patent application Ser. No. 08/779,009 
entitled “Force Field Halftoning” ?led by Peter W. M. Ilbery 
on Jan. 2, 1997, the contents of Which are hereby incorpo 
rated by Way of cross-reference. 

In Force Field Halftoning, the halftoned result of the 
current pixel 21 is dependent on the halftone results of 
previously processed pixels 22 and can be adapted to 
halftone pixels in a portion of an image independently of 
halftone results outside said portion of the image. 

It Will be apparent to those skilled in the art, that While 
Force Field Halftoning is particularly adapted as a base 
method for the present invention, the present invention is not 
limited thereto. Other halftoning techniques adapted to 
halftone a portion of an image utiliZing halftone results of 
pixels Within a portion of an image and independent of 
halftone results of pixels external to said portion can be 
substituted as a base method Without departing from the 
scope and spirit of the invention. 

In Force Field Halftoning, the halftone output value of a 
current pixel is typically decided as that halftone output 
value Which minimizes a cost measure of the folloWing form 

2(Wieiecurrent)' 

In the above cost measure: 
1) ei is an error measure for a processed pixeli and typically 

ei=inputl-—resulti, 

Where: 
inputi is the input value for the processed pixel i, and resulti 
is the halftone output value for the processed pixel i; 
2) ecumm is an error measure for the current pixel assuming 
a particular halftone output value and typically 

eCurrant=lnputcurrent_resultcurrent> 

Where: 
inputcumm is the input value for the current pixel, and 
resultcumm is the particular halftone output value for the 
current pixel; 
3) Wi is a Weight value Which depends only on the relative 
position of the processed pixel i from the current pixel; and 
4) the summation is typically made over all processed pixels 
i With an error measure ei of the same sign as ecumm. 

Clearly, Force Field Halftoning can be used as a limited 
neighborhood halftoning method by setting Wi in the Force 
Field Halftoning costs measure equal to Zero for all pixels i 
Which are beyond a certain distance from the current pixel. 
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6 
Another example of a halftoning method Which can be 

used as a limited neighborhood halftoning base method is 
halftoning Which minimiZes an error measure. 
An example of an error measure is: 

l2(Wiei)+Wcurrentecurrent| 

In the above error measure: 

1) ei is an error measure for a processed pixel i and typically 

ei=inputl-—resulti, 

Where: 
inputi is the input value for the processed pixel i, and resulti 
is the halftone output value for the processed pixel i; 
2) ecumm is an error measure for the current pixel assuming 
a particular halftone output value and typically: 

eCurrant=lnputcurrent_resultcurrent! 

Where: 
inputcumm is the input value for the current pixel, and 
resultcumm is the particular halftone output value for the 
current pixel; 
3) Wi is a Weight value Which depends only on the relative 
position of the processed pixel i from the current pixel; 
4) Wcumm is a Weight value for the current pixel; and 
5) the summation is typically made over all processed pixels 
1. 

Similarly, error minimiZation halftoning can be used as a 
limited neighborhood halftoning method by setting Weight 
values used in the error measure, such as Wi in the above 
error measure, equal to Zero for all pixels i Which are beyond 
a certain distance from the current pixel. 

Returning noW to FIG. 1, a second step 11 in the preferred 
embodiment is to determine a “neighborhood distance”, 
Which is typically de?ned by the chosen “limited neighbor 
hood” as hereinbefore described. The neighborhood distance 
is a minimum separation distance betWeen tWo pixel centers, 
Wherein a halftone result of one of the tWo pixels is 
determined Without reference to a halftone result or input 
pixel value of the other one of the tWo pixels. The neigh 
borhood distance can also be expressed as the minimum 
separation distance betWeen tWo regions of pixels that can 
be halftoned independently as hereinafter described. 

The neighborhood distance substantially de?nes a radial 
area surrounding a current pixel, for Which one or more 
previously halftoned results of pixels Within the radial area 
can be used to determine a halftone result of the current 
pixel. Consequently, halftoned results of pixels outside the 
radial area, preferably, do not directly contribute to the 
halftoning of the current pixel. 

Athird step 12 (FIG. 1) of the preferred embodiment is to 
divide a digital image, or part thereof, into a plurality of 
disjoint “micro tiles” Wherein each micro tile represents a 
region of pixels of the digital image. The micro tiles are 
appropriately labeled in a manner so that each pixel of a 
micro tile having one label is separated from each pixel in 
another micro tile having the same label by at least the 
chosen neighborhood distance. 

FIG. 3 illustrates an example of dividing a digital image 
30 (or part thereof) comprising pixels 31, into a plurality of 
disjoint micro tiles 32 Where each micro tile is a predeter 
mined number of pixels 31. In this example, each micro tile 
32 is appropriately labeled and associated With an integer L, 
Where 1 éLéLMAX and LMAX is a predetermined integer. 
The example illustrated in FIG. 3 has been chosen to have 
an LMAX equal to 3, hence three types of micro tiles 32 are 
shoWn as L=1, L=2, and L=3. 
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The micro tiles 32 are positioned in a manner so that each 
pixel of a micro tile 32 having one label (e.g., L=1) is 
separated from each piXel of another micro tile 32 having the 
same label (e.g., L=1) by at least a neighborhood distance 
33. 

Preferably, as illustrated in FIG. 3, each micro tile 32 of 
the same label L takes on the same shape and siZe and is 
formed of a set of connected (adjacent) pixels. HoWever, 
these features are not a requirement of the technique herein 
described. 

Referring again to FIG. 1, the neXt step 13 of this 
embodiment is to group the labeled micro tiles to form 
“macro tiles”, in a manner so that each macro tile is formed 
of a plurality of micro tiles and the micro tiles are fully 
contained Within one and only one macro tile. 

Turning noW to FIG. 4, there is shoWn an eXample of a 
plurality of non-overlapping “macro tiles” 41 comprising 
only complete “micro tiles” 32. That is, if a piXel 31 of any 
one micro tile is in a “macro tile” 41, then all piXels of the 
micro tile are in the macro tile 41. Typically, more than one 
complete micro tile is grouped together to form a micro tile, 
and each macro tile comprises a grouping of complete macro 
tiles arranged in a manner that each macro tile conjoins to 
cover, Without overlap, substantially all the region of piXels 
of the digital image to be halftoned. 

Preferably, micro tiles 32 are arranged in a macro tile 41 
in a non-overlapping manner to cover the entire macro tile 
41. HoWever, the micro tile 32 can be arranged With overlap 
Within a macro tile 41 Without departing from the scope or 
spirit of the invention. 

While macro tiles can be halftoned in parallel as herein 
after described, or can be halftoned sequentially, it is desir 
able that, When halftoning macro tiles in parallel, each 
macro tile be of identical shape and siZe. 

The neXt step 14 in the process of halftoning a digital 
image shoWn in FIG. 1 is to de?ne an “outer macro tile” 
region, comprising at least one macro tile 41 and including 
a minimum set of complete micro tiles 32 having at least one 
previously halftoned piXel Whose halftone piXel result is 
capable of contributing to a halftoning of a piXel of the 
macro tile 41. 

Illustrated in FIG. 5 is an eXample of an “outer macro tile” 
region 51 comprising at least one macro tile 41 and includ 
ing a minimum set of complete micro tiles (34—36, 52—56) 
that, When halftoning piXels of the macro tile 41, comprise 
at least one piXel, With a halftone piXel result, capable of 
contributing to the halftoning of at least one piXel of the 
macro tile 41. 

The outer macro tile 51 shape is dependent on the order 
at Which the micro tiles 32 are processed (halftoned) and in 
this eXample the micro tiles (34—36, 52—56) are halftoned in 
order of their ascending label value L from L=1 to LMAX. 
That is, all L=1 micro tiles are halftoned before all L=2 
micro tiles, and so on, until all L=LMAX (LMAX=3 in FIG. 
5) are processed (halftoned) Within each outer macro tile 
region 51. Consequently, this results in the halftoning of the 
complete macro tile 41 relying only on halftoned piXel 
results Within the outer macro tile. To halftone a current 
piXel 57 of, for eXample, the macro tile 41, utiliZing the base 
method With a 5x5 limited neighborhood 58, the base 
method can rely upon micro tiles 35, 36, 52, and 53, having 
previously halftoned piXels, With halftone results, capable of 
contributing to the halftoning of the current piXel 57, and 
hence capable of contributing to the halftoning of the macro 
tile 41. 

The halftoning of the macro tile 41 is only dependent 
upon piXels Within the outer macro tile 51. Consequently 
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each outer macro tile 51 may be processed, to halftone the 
corresponding macro tile 41, in any predetermined order and 
preferably all the (outer) macro tile 51 regions of the digital 
image are processed in parallel. 
While the outer macro tile 51 region may be processed in 

parallel, or sequentially irrespective of the order of Which 
outer macro tile 51 region is processed ?rst, the micro tiles 
(34—35, 52—56) are processed (halftoned) in the predeter 
mined order, being, preferably in ascending order of label 
value L from L=1 to L=LMAX. 

Referring to FIG. 6, there is illustrated an eXample of the 
overlapping nature of the outer macro tiles 51. A piXel 60 
may fall in one or more overlapping outer macro tiles (51, 
51a—c) and irrespective of the order of processing the outer 
macro tile regions (51, 51a—c) a halftone result for the piXel 
60 is identical. For eXample, irrespective of Whether the 
outer macro tile 51 is processed before outer macro tile 51a 
Which is processed before outer macro tile 51b and in turn 
outer macro tile 51c is processed after 51b, or the outer 
macro tiles (51,51a—c) are processed in parallel (step 15 of 
the embodiment of FIG. 1), or in any other predetermined 
sequence, the halftone output result of the piXel 60 remains 
the same. 

This feature of producing the same halftone result for a 
current piXel irrespective of the order of processing 
(halftoning) outer macro tile regions, together With the use 
of a limited neighborhood halftoning base method, provides 
substantially seamless joins betWeen adjacent pairs of macro 
tile regions. 

Referring noW to FIG. 7, there is shoWn an alternative 
label arrangement for the micro tiles of FIG. 5 and if the 
micro tiles are again processed in ascending label “L” order, 
that is all L=1 micro tiles are halftoned before all L=2 micro 
tiles, and so on before all L=LMAX micro tiles (in FIG. 7 
LMAX=3), an alternative macro tile 71 can be predeter 
mined and a corresponding alternative outer macro tile 
region 72 results. 

In general, each outer macro tile of FIGS. 6—7 may be 
halftoned independently, in a predetermined sequence or, in 
parallel, to obtain a halftone result for each piXel Within a 
macro tile, Where the macro tile is included Within the outer 
macro tile. Each micro tile Within the outer macro tile is 
halftone in a predetermined order, preferably according to 
the ascending order of the label values L. 
An alternate embodiment of the present invention is 

described hereinafter With reference to FIGS. 8 to 15. In the 
alternate embodiment, an image is segmented (i.e., divided 
Without overlap) into a plurality of macro tiles (“macro 
regions”) and used together With a neighborhood process 
halftoning (base) method to generate halftone results for 
each macro tile. It is desirable that the alternate embodiment 
in generating halftone results for each macro tile can: 

process a macro tile independently of a processing of 
another macro tile of the image; and provide seamless 
halftone results betWeen (adjacent) macro tiles. 

Halftone results are herein referred to as seamless if the 
halftone results for any tWo piXels Within a predetermined 
distance of each other are consistent, or are “coordinated”, 
in the sense that a halftone result of at least one of the tWo 
piXels is determined by using a halftone result of the other 
of the tWo piXels. 

Processing macro tiles independently alloWs a parallel 
processing of the macro tiles to an eXtent that halftoned 
results for a plurality of macro tiles can be generated 
concurrently. 

Referring noW to FIG. 8, there is shoWn an overvieW of 
the alternate embodiment. An initial step 80 is that of 














